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Introduction
Tokiplace is a platform developed by Tokenable
Ltd. A next-generation NFT marketplace built on
the Ethereum blockchain, with consumers and
communities in mind.

We’re powered by a solid network for
performance and scalability where users can
leverage all features of the Ethereum ecosystem,
with an intuitive and no-code trading experience
for all digital goods.
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NFT
A keyword that includes financial assets, artwork,
images, trading cards, music, and online games.
The acronym NFT represents a set of digital information
contained in a blockchain that guarantees rights and
attributes to a specific subject. A token is cryptographically
associated with a media file, which when purchased
becomes a certificate of ownership and authenticity
recorded in a blockchain.
Essentially, an NFT would be a digital version of a limited
edition collector's item.
NFT or non-fungible tokens became a major digital topic in
2021 and hit the headlines in March 2021 when Beeple's
"The First 5000 Days" became the world's most expensive
NFT reaching 69 million US dollars. This sale led to an "NFT
craze", with Google's search interest in the "NFT" keyword
particularly high in Asia and the United States.

Currently, the major brands in the world have
included NFTs among their commercial assets.
Digital tokens aren't new though. CryptoKitties' NFTs - a
project involving randomly generated cat images - dates
back to 2017.
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Taking the Crypto universe to the
next level

Tokiplace
Overview

We see ourselves as a foundational
piece to enable the future of digital
art, collectibles, and crypto-assets
that will be used by every artist, every
crypto investor, and every brand and
community.
Artists can obtain authenticity and
liquidity for their work.
For collectors, a place to find rare
and unique works.
For novices, Tokiplace acts as an
entry point to crypto and art.
For investors, Tokiplace offers an
excellent development project for
their business, whether they want to
invest in capital gains or cash flow.
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NFTs are no longer a "new thing", and new marketplaces come out every
day. Tokiplace makes the difference by offering a unique and valuable
experience:

Scarcity and uniqueness
All of the platform's content will be offered in limited
quantities. Scarcity allows creators to personalize their work
in new and interesting ways while also challenging
conventional concepts of worth.

Any valuable content
Tokiplace welcomes all types of content, including 2D
images, 3D models, music albums, and literature. Our goal is
to simplify NFT commerce so that our users can easily find
and transact with the content they want.

Decentralized market
Through smart contracts hosted on the Ethereum network it
is possible to trade directly and in total safety with any user
on the platform.

Low commissions and high-performance
Tokiplace can transact in an ultra-fast and secure
environment, limiting the visibility of commissions to our end
users thanks to the Ethereum network.

Eco-friendly
Reducing the environmental impact is at the top of our
thoughts. Ethereum is upgrading its protocol from proof of
work to proof of stake, severely limiting energy consumption.
Its goal is to improve the speed, efficiency, and scalability of
the Ethereum network: more eco-sustainability and volume
of transactions.
Whether for-profit or thrills, Tokiplace users have unmatched options for
how they want to interact with their rare digital goods.
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Platform features
Tokiplace's platform will be dedicated to the creation, discovery, and
trade/distribution of NFTs. We're happy to launch a slew of new and unique
features built from the ground up to use NFT as a transaction and content
media. However, once the platform is in place, we'll start focusing on
allowing consumers to get more value out of their NFTS than just
ownership.

Boosting creation
The Tokiplace ecosystem will be supported by a fully configurable
NFT generation mechanism. We want to provide all authors with a
set

of

NFT

minting

options

that

can

accommodate

any

distribution goal.

⚫

Define your own scarcity options, such as unique or limited, using
the blockchain. Holders of verified tokens will have access to
increased scarcity limits.

⚫

Define adjustable royalties on creation to get secondary sale
commissions (up to 10%). Verified token holders will also have
access to increased royalties.
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⚫

Tokenize any type of content as an NFT. Users may utilize our NFT
generation module to batch any number of files and extensions
into a single NFT unit.

⚫

Preview options for your tokenized material that may be
customized and expanded. With support for all file kinds, including
2D and 3D media, audio, video, and more, you can preview the NFT
listings in any way you like.

Extended Discovery
The major method of locating NFTs in the market will be discovery.
Browsing the marketplace and locating NFTs of interest should be
easy, straightforward, and, most importantly, enjoyable for the
community.

⚫

Tokiplace team content and preferred NFTs will be regularly
featured and voted on by the community.

⚫

If you are an existing artist or creator, register for a verified profile
with the Tokiplace team to be listed in the verified marketplace
area.

⚫

On your profile, organize similarly related NFTs into private or
public collections.

⚫

Following favorite profiles, bookmarking favorite NFTs, and sharing
to external programs are all robust social capabilities amongst
users.

⚫

Build social channels for the community to advertise, discuss, and
interact with NFTs based on a specific subject.
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⚫

Check previous performance activities for both users and NFTs as
validated by the blockchain.

Trade Facilitation
Users may deal safely on the Tokiplace platform via a variety of
trading alternatives once they have established their NFTs or
located the NFT of their wishes. Traders will have a variety of
transaction alternatives available to them in order to reduce the
hassle while boosting the trade.

⚫

Owners and creators can specify the transaction mechanism for
their items, such as one-click buy, auction (highest-bid), private
bids (on-approval), gifts (free), and others.

⚫

Automatic royalties to the creator from any genuine secondary
sale

of an NFT, in accordance with the original author's

specifications.

Fees
Users may deal safely on the Tokiplace platform via a variety of
trading alternatives once they have established their NFTs or
located the NFT of their wishes. Traders will have a variety of
transaction alternatives available to them in order to reduce the
hassle while boosting the trade.
Tokiplace service fee

Holder secondary sale

2,5%

up to 10%
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Further Leverage Features
We acknowledge the enormous future potential of NFTs and want
to

develop

internally

as

well

as

collaborate with existing

community initiatives to generate value from our tokenized
content. A marketplace can substantially simplify the circulation of
new content, but an ecosystem will unleash global advantages for
all NFT holders. Tokiplace future leverage features will be:

⚫

NFT Stake
In the crypto world, NFT staking is an innovative approach to
making passive income. To collect benefits, NFT holders can lock
their assets on the Tokiplace platform. And all without having to
sell their NFT collections.

⚫

Fractionalized NFTs
Partial ownership of NFTs through secondary tokens, as validated
by

smart

contracts,

would

provide

additional

liquidity

on

secondary markets while benefiting from the value transfer of the
original token.

⚫

Leased NFTs
Lease NFTs to other interested users using smart contracts to earn
interest on items valued by others. Unlock revenue potential from
your tokens in never-before-seen ways.

⚫

NFT Loans
Deposit NFTs as collateral in specific smart contracts to obtain
loans from users.
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TOKI Tokens
Tokiplace will be governed and supported beyond the marketplace by our
native and fungible TOKI tokens. TOKI tokens will be utilized as a utility
token as well as a governance token.

TOKI Application
Platform users will get a slew of benefits merely by owning confirmed amounts of
TOKI tokens. These advantages will not be available to users who do not have
TOKI tokens, who will be restricted by the default limits.

⚫

Settle and fund transactions
Fund and settle your trades using the native TOKI token in lieu of
Eth's.

⚫

Priority listings and discovery
Listings from verified token holders will receive higher exposure
and priority on our marketplace.

⚫

Increased minting limits
Creators verified with TOKI tokens will also have higher limits when
issuing and distributing their content.
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⚫

Reduced platform service fee
When trading or doing specified actions on the platform, verified
token holders are also entitled to lower service fees or receive a
certain amount of token cashback.

⚫

Exclusive sales access
Holding verified tokens also grants you access to exclusive item
auctions, exclusive drops, and special listings from the community
and the Tokiplace team.

⚫

Community governance
Verified token holders can also participate in exclusive social
groups and proposal voting for the Tokiplace platform. The more
TOKI a user holds, the more voting power they will have.

TOKI Distribution
TOKI tokens will be available to users with the initial distribution. TOKI
tokens can also be obtained through a variety of means.
TOTAL SUPPLY - 500.000.000

⚫

Development 20%

⚫

(marketing, advisors, technical support)

Found 30%
(sales, contributors,
holders)

⚫

Founder team 10%

⚫

Reserve 15%
(contingency)

⚫

Community pool 25%
(community rewards)
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Roadmap

Q1

★ Marketplace development
(beta)
★ Creation & Trade features
★ Token development

★
★
★
★

Q2

★ Community building
★ Mainnet launch
★ Marketplace launch

★ Collections
★ Token listing

Q3

★ Token sale
★ Additional features
★ Flexible royalties

Q4

★
★
★
★

Testnet launch
Smart Contracts
Wallet integrations
Social channels

✅

★ Additional trade
currencies
★ Public profile verification
★ Mobile support

Play2Earn
Metaverse integrations
Additional features
Donation
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